Vsa honda pilot 2006

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Honda Pilot based on all problems reported for the Pilot. While driving
at any speed, vsa light comes on and the car comes to a stop. It feel as though the brakes are
engaged and vehicle will not move. This is a serious safety hazard since we could get rear
ended, especially if this were to occur oba highway. We have taken the Pilot for repair 3 times
for this issue. There is a recall on this part in the Pilots and some I have contacted Honda twice
to request they wrvice this under the recall but was told that since my VIN does not qualify for
the recall, they will not pay for the repair. This is a very serious safety risk which is clearly being
experienced by many Pilot owners and Honda simply won't do anything about. May take a class
action lawsuit. I pray no one is severely injured due to this malfunction. The vsa light comes on
and the anti-lock brakes activate unexpectedly. It caused a sudden loss of speed, and had
caused the vehicle to veer in a different direction. This is ongoing, not an isolated occurrence
and began within 2 weeks after we purchased the vehicle used. While driving the vehicle the vsa
light and triangle light will come on and the brakes will apply hard with very little pressure
applied to brake peddle. Sometimes the vsa light will come on as soon the vehicle is started and
will have the same problem with the brakes. Turning off the vsa button after starting the vehicle
does not make the problem go away , have almost been rear ended several times since this
happens ,the brakes stop the car then the vsa light comes on. The Honda dealership
reprogrammed the vsa module but shortly afterward the same problem occurs. While this
seems to be an intermittent problem it may go several months with out a problem or the vsa
light coming on then it happens out of the blue. The vsa light started coming on intermittently
while the vehicle was being driven and the brakes would engage to varying degrees. This has
happened several times in the last two weeks while the car was being driven this is my wife's
car and she is scared to drive it now. It can be a safety hazard to her and those around her if it
occurs at the wrong time. The vsa system on multiple occasions has applied the vehicles
brakes while driving. It has happened during stop and go driving as well as while driving above
35 mph. When it happens the vsa light as well as the! The vehicle comes to a very abrupt stop,
and I am no longer able to drive. The only way I am able to drive the vehicle is by dissableing
the vsa system completely. Luckily it has only happened once while driving at highway speeds.
I am very worried to drive my vehicle with my children in the car due to just simply not knowing
when it will happen again. I have taken the Pilot into my local Honda dealership and they can
not diagnose the problem. I have seen a recall on the model and all symptoms sound the same
as the issues my Pilot is having. In doing some research online it sounds as though Honda is
simply ignoring the issue to avoid there own personal loss. This issue is not a minor one I feel
my as well as my families lives are in danger while driving my vehicle. My wife's Honda Pilot 06
has been experiencing almost catastrophic vsa symptoms while driving normal speeds. Brakes
iwill lock up without pressing brakes and abs will come on and all vsa lights. Have towed
vehicle twice to mechanic and problem clears itself and then without warning happens again
thankfully no ones been killed. Contacted Honda they deny any issues with vsa system. The
vsa, abs and vtm-4 lights on the vehicle come on and off and the car will stop or drive
erratically. It also makes a grinding noise. I've taken it in and no one can tell me why this is
happening. This has been going on since October of I'm afraid it will cause an accident. I had
just started slowing down to turn at a stop light when the vsa warning light came on and my car
became hard to steer. It almost came to a complete stop but I was at a major intersection and
had no choice but to try and keep driving to avoid getting hit. I somehow managed to get it
turned but it didn't want to speed up when I tried to accelerate. I managed to get into a parking
lot and turned it off. I let it sit for a few minutes as we caught our breath two of my kids were
with me and it had scared them too and then cranked it up again. The vsa light was gone but
when I put it in reverse to see what it would do, it wouldn't move. It was like the parking brake
was on. I then realized that's what it seemed like as I was driving when it happened. I'd thought
the car wasn't wanting to run but it was like the brakes were on. Anyway, the brake pedal was
stiff and I couldn't push it at all. I tried pumping the pedal to see if it would release but even
though I could put the car in either park or drive, it wouldn't move. It was like the parking brake
was on or I was holding the brake, neither of which was true. I called a nearby shop and two
technicians came to where we were. They cranked it up and everything seemed okay but it was
taken back to the shop where they ran every test possible and drove it three different times but
nothing happened. They're perplexed as to what's wrong. I came home and got online only to
find that there are tons of postings online about the exact same thing happening to others but
only the Pilot has been recalled. Honda, I love my Pilot and don't want to get rid of it nor do I not
want to buy another one when the time comes. But, I'm not putting my kids' lives in danger nor
my life in danger to drive the car I love. Please, please, please consider recalling the models as
well since there's definitely a problem with them too. The vsa system seems to be applying a

small amount of brake force without any input by the driver. The small amount of break force
seem to be constantly pulling the vehicle to the left. At times, the amount of brake force applied
exceeds the driver's intended input. The vsa warning light and abs light are constantly on. The
vehicle has been serviced and is up to date on all maintenance. It seems to be the very same
issue that the recall on the model addressed. While driving the abs and vsa lights went on and I
had to make a rapid stop when a car pulled in front and the my car swerved suddenly and I
almost lost control, with the sensation that it was going to turn over. This has continued every
time I put the brakes on quickly to make a sudden stop. While I was driving out of my husband
work parking lot only going 20mpg in my truck started brakes made a loud noise and the
steering wheel began going to the right which made me force to turn the wheel to the left so I
can stabilize the vehicle the vsa light came on as I proceeded to check out my truck well the
truck drove fine the next day after I dropped my kids off to school. Driving at slow speed,
sometimes when just starting to move the vehicle, there is a shuddering on the brake and the
vsa warning light comes on. This happened only occasionally at first and the warning light
would go off. The warning light now is always on. Honda says models are not part of the recall.
How many complaints does it take to be added to the recall? While attempting to slow at a
traffic light, I applied pressure to the brake pedal only to have the pedal push to the floor and
act as though there were no brakes. The anti-lock brake system engaged and threw me and my
passenger forward. Then the vsa light came on. I was able to reset the light by turning the
vehicle off and on. The problem is intermittent and very frightening. On three separate
occasions over a two-day period, the vehicle momentarily brake hard when very light pressure
was applied to the brake pedal. The vsa vehicle stability assist warning light came on when this
occurred but did not stay illuminated after the vehicle was shut off and restarted. These
incidents occurred December 23rd and 24th, , and the temperature was approximately degrees.
No injuries occurred, but thankfully no other vehicles were behind us when it happened. This
sounds like the same issue that the Honda Pilots were recalled for, however, the local Honda
dealership will not include my model in the recall and will therefore charge me for any fix that
might occur. Car Problems. Vsa Warning Light On problem 1. Vsa Warning Light On problem 2.
Vsa Warning Light On problem 3. Vsa Warning Light On problem 4. Vsa Warning Light On
problem 5. Vsa Warning Light On problem 6. Vsa Warning Light On problem 7. Vsa Warning
Light On problem 8. Vsa Warning Light On problem 9. Vsa Warning Light On problem Vsa
Warning Light On problems Electronic Stability Control problems. Your Honda Pilot is designed
with a Vehicle Stability Assist system which keeps you safe when driving conditions are
hazardous. When the VSA light comes on, your Pilot may need attention in order to get this
important safety system up and running again. VSA is a system that helps keep you keep
control in less than ideal driving conditions. It has two main functions:. The light listed simply
as VSA is the system indicator light. When the light comes on, Honda suggests getting
someplace safe and restarting the engine. If it does come back on, it is time to diagnose the
issue, or take it in to the shop. This VSA light indicates that the system is currently activated,
which means that it is actively helping keep your Pilot safe. If this light stays on at all times, it
probably means that the VSA system has been switched off. This is easy enough to do, there is
a button that says VSA on it. Just press it and see if this light turns off. Most of them do. If you
do opt to purchase a code scanner, just be aware that the cheaper ones will often only read the
engine. The VSA uses the steering angle sensor to determine if the vehicle is pointed in the
direction that you are asking it go. If it is not functioning properly, it will cause the VSA light to
come on. The wheel speed sensors are responsible for monitor
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ing the wheel speed and send it back to the computer system. If one of the wheels is moving
slower than the others, but not as slow or fast as it should in relation to the steering angle, the
VSA system will step in and correct the vehicle. More than most auto repair diagnostic issues,
figuring out why the VSA light is staying on can be tricky. A good code scanner is essential.
Good luck! In other words, it corrects any oversteer or understeer. Triangle with Exclamation
Point This VSA light indicates that the system is currently activated, which means that it is
actively helping keep your Pilot safe. Steering Angle Sensor The VSA uses the steering angle
sensor to determine if the vehicle is pointed in the direction that you are asking it go. Wheel
Speed Sensor The wheel speed sensors are responsible for monitoring the wheel speed and
send it back to the computer system. Conclusion: More than most auto repair diagnostic issues,
figuring out why the VSA light is staying on can be tricky.

